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Let me introduce myself.  
My name is Jeremy, and I’m the 
founder of LAB11, a company 
dedicated to building furniture 
using recycled/upcycled wood.
 
Do you want to build a pallet 
furniture piece but you’re 
afraid? Don’t know where to 
start? Maybe you’re looking for 
tips, tricks, and secrets that 
will help you begin your first 
project?

Then you are in the right place! 
Just like you, in the beginning I 
had to search, select, test, and 
discover tips and techniques.

But now I’m able to share my 
experience with you!
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Fact: pallets are used 
everywhere. However, we still 
need to know how to identify 
them in order to find pallets 
that are safe to use.



First, talk to those around you: family, 
friends, neighbors, coworkers . . . You 
never know! Example: I was talking with 
my 81-year-old neighbor and found 
out that I could get 25 pallets easily. He 
collected them for a fence enclosure 
project, but gave up. I took the pallets 
and he was delighted – but so was I!

Second, look at construction 
companies, around construction sites, 
smaller shops, pet stores, gardening 
centers, and the like. Think “local” and 
think about stores that get products in 
bulk. This makes the process of finding 
pallets much easier!

If you still haven’t found any, it’s time 
to explore industrial and warehouse 
areas. Avoid chemical industry areas 
where pallets could come in contact 
with harmful products. Transportation 
companies may have pallets available, 
as some don’t recycle pallets. But be 
sure to ask!

If you still haven’t had luck, check the 
Internet! In Belgium, the site “2eme 
main” will provide you with wood.  
In France, you can find what you need 
on the site “Leboncoin”. In the U.S.,  
try “craigslist” for free stuff/curb alerts!

NB
When you’re getting started, avoid 
rushing into a project. Find a quiet 
moment and talk about your project 
ideas with your family and friends, 
and let them know what you need 
to complete your idea. People want 
to help when they know what you 
need, including loaning tools to you. 
Additionally, don’t hesitate to leave 
your contact information with local 
businesses. Just because they have 
nothing on the day you visited, they 
may be able to contact you later. If 
you feel that they are interested, try 
to get their contact information and 
send photos of your creations. This 
will give you another opportunity to 
thank them and to maintain a good 
relationship.
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Keeping it simple:

 Color palettes (red or blue 
generally) shouldn’t be used. They 
can be chemically processed. 
*Note – some pallet manufacturers 
in the U.S. state that red/
blue pallets are not chemically 
processed.

 Euro pallets are preferred, even 
after multiple uses. The stamp on 
the pallet must specify “HT” (Heat 
Treated). If the pallet is stamped 
with “MB”, this means that the 
pallet was treated with Methyl 
Bromide. This toxic fungicide has 
been prohibited in Europe for a few 
years, but you can still find older 
Euro pallets or pallets from other 
countries that may have this stamp. 
Don’t use them!

 Also look for the IPPC logo 
(International Plant Protection 
Convention) is present. It ensures 
that the pallet wasn’t chemically 
treated.

What are all those stamps on the pallet 
blocks?

The ISO code indicates which country 
the pallet comes from. “HT” (Heat 
Treated), “MB” (Methyl Bromide 
treated), or “MT” (Methyl Bromide 
Treated). The symbol “DB” (Debarked) is 
a common stamp. It simply means that 
the pallet was stripped of bark. “KD” 
(Kiln Dried) means that the wood was 
kiln dried to have a moisture content of 
less than 20%.
 
Other stamps can be on your pallet too, 
such as: EUR, MAV, SBB, PKP – these are 
associated with the European Union 
National Railway.

This section is concerned with health and safety.

There are different types of pallets:

 Single-use pallets – not consigned 
and typically untreated. They 
come in many sizes, from 
60x80cm up to 300x150cm or 
more, depending on purpose 
(such as oversized equipment).

 Multi-use pallets – can be rented 
out by companies and are 
designed to be used over and over.
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 Wear gloves to avoid splinters & 
cuts from exposed nails.

 Buy safety shoes. A board or a 
portion of a pallet like the heavier 
pallet stringer posts on the foot 
is painful.

 Think about your lungs: 
respiratory protection is 
indispensable when using any 
saws, sanding, or planing, even if 
you shop is equipped with a dust 
collector. Exposure to wood dust 
can trigger allergies and lead to 
long-term respiratory problems.  

 Protect your ears. Most 
woodworking tools are extremely 
noisy: router, planer, miter saw 
or table saws and more. You 
can now get hearing protection 
equipped with Bluetooth so you 
can listen to music while working. 
If not, you can always wear 
ear plugs or standard hearing 
protection. It’s not as fun, but it’s 
better than hearing loss! 

 Protect your eyes: when using 
the machines, a splinter or 
a piece of wood can quickly 
be projected and you can be 
seriously injured. Even hammers 
can shatter, sending shards of 
metal into your eyes. Always 
use real safety glasses! Regular 
sunglasses or prescription 
eyewear aren’t designed to resist 
impacts like safety goggles are.

 Do you have long hair? Tie it 
back! There are easier and less 
painful ways to get a haircut.

 Wear comfortable clothing,  
but avoid wearing loose or 
baggy clothes because they 
can get caught in the machine 
in operation.  

 Never get your fingers near a 
moving blade. Use a push stick. 
The push stick can be replaced, 
unlike your fingers.

 Read your owner’s manuals 
carefully, and be sure you 
understand and use the specific 
safety guidelines.

 Be sure your tetanus vaccines 
are up to date!

NB
Don’t neglect the safety rules!  
You may think you’re saving time, 
but you’ll regret it in the event of an 
accident, especially if it results in the 
loss of part of your anatomy!
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There are several techniques: 

 Old School Method:  
a hammer, a crowbar and a nail 
punch.  The boards come off the 
pallet blocks with the hammer and 
crowbar, and give you leverage to 
pry them apart. 
 
Advantages: A few basic tools and 
you can recover the nails. 
 
Disadvantages: Time-consuming 
and uses a lot of energy; higher 
chance of breaking boards.

 Specialty tools:  
Using a Pallet Buster or Breaker  
– either bought or home-made. 
 
Advantages: Easy, fast, ability  
to retrieve nails. 
 
Disadvantages: Can break deck 
boards, but the risk is lower than 
the Old School Method, purchase 
price of the tool or time necessary 
for its manufacture.

 A reciprocating saw  
(“Sawzall” or saber saw),  
a hammer & crowbar:  
Use the crowbar to gently pry the 
board and create a gap for the 
reciprocating saw blade. Using a 
blade that is okay for wood/metal, 
cut the nails. 
 
Advantages: fast, doesn’t take 
a lot of energy, and virtually no 
breakage. 
 
Disadvantages: impossibility to 
recover the nails, to remove the 
nail heads at hammer, machine 
price.

Personally, I use a reciprocating saw. 
Having almost no breakage is the 
reason why. At first, it was frustrating 
that I couldn’t recover nails, but after 
a few years, I realized that I never 
reused the few I managed to pull 
free. So now I put the metal pieces 
into a recycling bin instead of trying 
to store them in my workshop.
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If you have no woodworking or 
carpentry skills, think about something 
relatively simple, but above all useful 
for you. I have never had much interest 
in small objects such as frames, boxes 
or any other small home décor items, 
decoration. If you also feel this way, 
here are some ideas: 

 a coffee table for the living room
 a shelf
 a storage box or chest
 a flower box / garden planter
 a composter bin

All these ideas, besides being easy 
to build, have other advantages: 
They’re quick to make so you don’t 
get discouraged in the beginning. 
They only need as little as one 
pallet, and they don’t need a lot of 
fancy tools. 

My first project, a wood storage 
box on casters that I still use, was 
made with a pallet, a hand saw, 
screws and a screwdriver. All basic 
equipment! 
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As mentioned before, you only need  
a few tools. 

Here’s the list to get you started: 

 a carpenter's hammer with  
nail-puller

 a nail punch
 a crowbar or a saber saw
 a screwdriver
 a saw (hand saw or powered saw)
 good random-orbit sander  

(for its versatility)
 a broom or shop vacuum

These are just the basic tools to get 
started. Of course, this is just the 
beginning, and you may want to 
consider adding: table saw, jigsaw, 
router, planer, power sanding disc, 
power nail remover

…and more…

NB
But how to choose the right tools? 
Opt for quality, even if it costs 
more. The tool must obviously 
do the job, but also be easy and 
comfortable to use, and especially 
designed to last. All these factors 
are very important! We can’t do 
good work without good materials.
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1. Pallet blocks: : If the blocks are 
made of wood, you can of course 
retain them for projects. Otherwise 
you can split them with a hatchet 
for use as firewood, or send them 
for recycling. If they are made of 
chipboard, get rid of them. They are 
probably filled with formaldehyde or 
other toxic chemicals.

2. Pallet board remnants:   
I recommend choosing a minimum 
size (eg 50 cm or 20”) and to recycle 
everything smaller, since there will be 
little chance you’ll use it.

3. Nails : If they are in good condition, 
you can possibly keep them for 
reuse. If not, recycle them. Finally, 
if you have a large amount, you can 
always sell to a scrap dealer but know 
that you will not get much money per 
pound.
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           Videos:

My Youtube channel with pallet creations: 

https://www.youtube.com/c/Lab11Woodworking

Jacksman works:

Bench in pallets: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zCp10N4u6o
Palleted: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtrWMrZhVC4

John Malecki, a great carpenter working with mainly recovered wood:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVUSDq6-oSpWAAPUppHFtZQ

           Sites and Groups: 

1001 pallets, the reference site for recycled pallet ideas:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/palettesidees/

I hope this guide  
benefitted you!

Jérémy Michel
www.lab11.be

https://www.1001pallets.com 

Idées palettes: a great Facebook group where you exchange a lot 

info and ideas:

https://www.youtube.com/c/Lab11Woodworking
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zCp10N4u6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtrWMrZhVC4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVUSDq6-oSpWAAPUppHFtZQ
https://www.1001pallets.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/palettesidees/
http://lab11.be/
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